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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option C
B. Option D
C. Option B
D. Option A
Answer: B
Explanation:
Amazon SQS makes a best effort to preserve order in messages,
but due to the distributed nature of the queue, AWS cannot
guarantee that you will receive messages in the exact order you
sent them. You typically place sequencing information or
timestamps in your messages so that you can reorder them upon
receipt.
Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/items/1343?externalID=1343

NEW QUESTION: 2
Consider the following queries. For these queries, assume that
there are more than 200,000 Account records. These records
include soft-deleted records; that is, deleted records that are
still in the Recycle Bin. Note that there are two fields that
are marked as External Id on the Account. These fields are
Customer_Number__c and ERP_Key__c.
Which two queries are optimized for large data volumes? Choose
2 answers
A. SELECT Id FROM Account WHERE Id IN : aListVariable
B. SELECT Id FROM Account WHERE Name != ' ' AND Customer Number
c = 'ValueA'
C. SELECT Id FROM Account WHERE Name != ' ' AND IsDeleted =
false
D. SELECT Id FROM Account WHERE Name != NULL
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following statement describes the principal
concept behind test driven development?
A. The only acceptable reason to write a test is to prevent
fixed bugs from occurring again.
B. All tests ate generated automatically from the tested source
code.
C. Tests may not be written by the same development team that
wrote the tested code.
D. Tests ate written before the function / method is
implemented.
E. Instead of testing software automatically, manual tests are
performed and logged daily.
Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 4
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Answer: C
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